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Outline of the talk

• What is “Content Linking”? 

• Components of the Automatic Content Linking Device (ACLD), focus on the Query Aggregator

• Architecture using the Hub

• Demo on meeting ES2008d

• Perspectives
Automatic Content Linking Device

• User requirements
  – participants in a meeting often mention documents containing facts that are currently discussed
  – but they do not have the time to search for the facts during the discussion flow

Content linking
  – what: relate ongoing discussion to potentially relevant “documents” (in a large sense)
  – how: perform real-time searches in a database of documents based on the words that are pronounced during a discussion
Automatic Content Linking Device

• Application scenarios
  – Just-in-time retrieval
    • meeting participants are given suggestions about relevant “documents”
    • they can ignore them or start consulting the documents
  – Document/speech alignment for meeting browsers
    • recordings of previous meetings are augmented with related documents
Components

- **Document Bank Creator**
  - gathers documents for a given series of meetings
  - documents = reports, emails, slides, minutes, etc.
  - pseudo-docs = fragments of previous meetings from a series

- **Document Indexer**
  - creates an index $\{(word_m, doc_k), \ldots\}$ using Apache Lucene

- **Query Aggregator**
  - run searches using ASR, aggregate results with previous ones

- **“The Hub”**
  - subscription-based data exchange architecture

- **User Interface** *(from non-IM2 partner in AMI)*
  - display results, quick access to HTML and source of documents
Query Aggregator

- **Query: list of search words**
  - recognized automatically from the discussion using real-time ASR (*ongoing*)
  - or recognized using a keyword spotting module

- **Keywords: optional but useful**
  - receive more important in the query
  - pre-defined list for a project or user
  - updatable during the meeting (*ongoing work UI*)

- **Results: every ~30 seconds**
  - query sent to document index using Apache Lucene
  - returns list of document names + relevance scores

- **Persistence model**
  - avoids variation in document list due to word variation in speech samples
  - adjusted relevance $R'(t_n) = \alpha \cdot R(t_n) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot R'(t_{n-1})$ ($\alpha$ is the persistence)
  - cutoff low-relevance documents
Current architecture of the ACLD

**USER INTERFACE**

- **DOCUMENT BANK CREATOR**
  - Metadata table w. document URLs
  - RELEVANT_DOCS Meeting specific metadata table w. document URLs or text snippets

- **DOCUMENT INDEXER**
  - Pre-defined keywords

- **QUERY AGGREGATOR**

- **LINKED_CONTENT** (i.e. list of tuples: [time, docURL, relevance, word])

**HUB**

- DB of annotations and metadata

**ASR data**

**Other annotations**

**Audio-visual contents (media files)**

**Media file server MMM**
Architecture: version 2 (under work)

**DOCUMENT BANK CREATOR**
- Metadata table w. document URLs
- RELEVANT_DOCS
  - Meeting specific metadata table w. document URLs or text snippets
- Index (i.e. list of tuples: [word, doc. URL])

**DOCUMENT INDEXER**

**ASR**
- ASR data

**SPAKER SEGMENTER**
- SPURT SEGMENTER

**PUNCTUATOR**
- DISFLUENCY REMOVER

**KEYWORD COLLECTOR**
- Spotted keywords

**KEYWORD SPOTTER**
- User-defined Keywords
- On demand Search options

**QUERY AGGREGATOR**
- LINKED_CONTENT (list of tuples [time, docURL, relevance, word])

**HUB**
- HUB annotation & metadata DB

**SYSTEM CONTROLLER**

**USER INTERFACE**

**SYSTEM LOGGER**

**HUB MONITOR**

**Media file server MMM**

**Audio-visual contents (media files)**
Demo

- Meeting ES1008d is the fourth meeting in a series of remote-control design meetings
  - meeting ES1008d is ongoing
  - ASR results are streamed via the Hub to the Query Aggregator

- Interface displays in real-time (refreshed)
  - keywords that were recognized in speech
  - most relevant documents (names), with font size codes for relevance
  - access to documents, summaries, etc.
Perspectives (1): evaluation

1. **Construct ground truth data** (to optimize or evaluate automatically the ACLD any time) through two experiments
   
   A. Subjects associate to each meeting segment the relevant docs
      - **challenge**: demonstrate acceptable inter-coder agreement
      - **solution**: present only subsets of docs (more subjects needed)
   
   B. Subjects watch part of a meeting and judge the relevance of each document returned by the ACLD
      - **limits**: does not measure silence, only noise

2. **Evaluation in use** on participants to a meeting
   
   - how often they consult the docs found by the ACLD + questionnaire
   
   - **challenges**: cost / non repeatable, difficult to generalize results
   
   - **alternative**: “focus group” study with demo only + questionnaire
Perspectives (2)

- Ongoing development work
  - Document repository
    - add websites
    - include documents from larger sets
    - use private vs. public
  - Query Aggregator
    - adjust 30-sec sampling with speech segments
    - search on demand
    - add/remove keywords to/from an initial list
Perspectives (3)

• Improve graphical layout of the user interface
  – keyword representation using tag clouds
  – relate clearly the documents to the recognized keywords
  – improve access to documents & overall user experience

• Later: redesign the interface using JFerret

• Reference